
Features

Application

Kitchens

Eco
Friendly

Easy
Maintenance

Scratch
Resistant

Limitless
Designs

Excellent Stain 
Resistant

Versatile
Application

Airports

Exterior Wall 
Cladding

Bathrooms 
and Vanity

Institutions &
Hospitals

Hotels &
Restaurants

Residential & 
Commercial 
Furniture

Commercial 
Buildings and 
Offices

Transform your interiors with Formite's
High-Pressure Laminate Sheets for wall
cladding. Uniting durability and design, our 
boards redefine spaces, adding a touch of 
timeless elegance and strength. 
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All Details Only

Harmonious Fusion of Timeless Beauty
And Artistic Expertise.

HIGH
PRESSURElaminates

Enabling Infinite Possibilities!



Not only do our laminates offer an array of captivating 
designs, but they also provide a variety of textures to 
enhance the tactile experience.

Texture 85Dull-Matte 61Gloss 60

Textures

609986376123

Patterns

862675456090

Marbles
900161356134

Fabrics

611361146124

Wood Grains

705050017024

Solids

Transform your spaces with Formite's High Pressure 
Laminates. Our extensive range of designs and 
patterns includes Solids, Woodgrains, Marbles, and 
Patterns, allowing you to create the perfect aesthetic 
for your project.

HPL TUFF: For applications demanding increased 
durability and strength, our HPL-TUFF variant is the ideal 
choice. With a thickness of 0.8 mm and four core 
sheets along with one décor paper, it offers superior 
resilience against impact, heat, and moisture. This type 
is particularly well-suited for high-traffic areas or 
surfaces subject to rigorous usage.

HPL CLASSIC: HPL-CLASSIC, with its 0.6 mm
thickness, consists of three core papers and one décor 
paper. The additional core paper provides enhanced 
stability and strength, making it suitable for applica-
tions that may face greater stress or wear. Choose 
from a variety of designs and colors to match your 
design preferences.

HPL ECONO: HPL-ECONO is a 0.45 mm thick HPL variant 
featuring two core papers and one décor paper. While 
maintaining a slim profile, it offers exceptional resistance 
to wear, impact, and scratching. This variant is ideal for 
lighter-duty applications that require a thinner laminate
profile without compromising durability.

Formite® presents a versatile selection of High Pressure 
Laminate (HPL), thoughtfully crafted and available in 
three different thickness options:

overlay layer

decor paper

kraft paper

1

2

3

Enhance Your Residential and
Commercial Spaces with Formite® 
High Pressure Laminates

Formite® High Pressure Laminate (HPL) commonly
known as Formica, is the perfect solution to bring
durable style and on-trend design to residential
and commercial spaces. Our high pressure
decorative laminates are manufactured using
layers kraft paper impregnated with phenolic resin,
protected by a durable overlay coating. With a
fusion process under high temperature and
pressure, the melamine and phenolic resins are
activated, resulting in a tough, waterproof and
flawless finish that stands the test of time. Formite®
High Pressure Laminates (HPL) is available in
numerous designs and colors with different
surface finish textures.


